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Non-fiction

Fear

Byron C Clark
HarperCollins NZ

RRP: $39.99

Publishing 15 February

New Zealand

This must-read new book maps New Zealand's alt-right 

underworld and unearths the roots of the occupation 

that ended in a violent protest on the grounds of 

Parliament.

Byron C Clark is one of Aotearoa New Zealand's foremost 

experts on the far-right and alt-right extremism. He is also a 

disinformation researcher and commentator. He lives in 

Christchurch, New Zealand.

Tales of a Vet Nurse

Jade Pengelly
HarperCollins NZ

RRP: $39.99

From emergency shifts at a posh London practice to a busy 

country hospital treating all manner of wildlife - snakes, 

foxes, hedgehogs - to working with equine-surgeons and 

teaching the art of care to new generations of vet nurses in 

New Zealand, this book is about a life devoted to saving our 

beloved and unconditional friends.

Jade Pengelly is a vet nurse from Christchurch, New Zealand. She has 

worked in five practices between the UK and New Zealand. She was 

also teacher of veterinary nursing at Wintec, Waikato, for two years.



Non-fiction

A Forager’s Life

Helen Lehndorf
HarperCollins NZ

RRP: $39.99

Memoir

Interweaving memoir through descriptions of the plants 

Helen has foraged, and the practices and recipes she 

has honed, A Forager's Life tells an intimate story about 

belonging, marriage and motherhood.

Helen Lehndorf is a life-long forager and Taranaki writer who lives 

in the Manawatu. She co-founded the Manawatau Urban 

Foraging group. Her first book, The Comforter, was published by 

Seraph Press in 2012, and her second book, Write to the Centre, 

a nonfiction book about the process of keeping a journal, was 

published by Haunui Press in 2016.

Paris: The Memoir

Paris Hilton
Harlequin

RRP: $37.99

Shocking, funny and surprisingly profound, Paris is the 

deeply personal memoir of the ultimate It Girl and a 

stunning inside view of a pop culture phenomenon.

In this revealing and thought-provoking book, Paris will separate the 

creation from the creator, the brand from the ambassador, and show 

the woman who grew up with incredible privilege, but who was also 

trapped in a world of unreasonable expectation at a moment when 

young women were humiliated for sport in a gossip economy on 

steroids.



Non-fiction

Behind the Crown

Arthur Edwards
HarperCollins

RRP: $59.99

General

‘For 45 years I’ve chronicled the Royal 

Family for the Sun newspaper with my 

camera. I’ve witnessed their triumphs 

and disasters, their laughter and tears.’

Arthur Edwards is a British photographer 

working for the Sun newspaper, who 

specialises in pictures of the British Royal 

Family, covering over 200 royal tours in over 

120 countries, seven royal weddings, four 

funerals and seven births.

Wanderlust

Reid Mitenbuler
HarperCollins

RRP: $39.99

The mesmerizing, larger-than-life tale of an 

eccentric adventurer who traversed some of 

the greatest frontiers of the twentieth century, 

from uncharted Arctic wastelands to the 

underground resistance networks of World 

War II.

Peter Freuchen’s life seemed ripped from the 

pages of an adventure novel—and provided 

fodder for many books of his own.

The Patriarchs

Angela Saini
4th Estate

RRP: $37.99

Award-winning science journalist 

Angela Saini goes in search of the 

true roots of gendered oppression, 

uncovering a complex history of how 

male domination became embedded 

in societies and spread across the 

globe.
Angela Saini presents science programmes 

on BBC Radio 4 and the World Service, 

and her writing has appeared in the 

Guardian.



Non-fiction

Silk

Aarathi Prasad
HarperCollins

RRP: $37.99

General

In a gorgeous history that spans 

continents and millennia, Aarathi Prasad 

weaves together the complex story of 

the queen of fabrics.

Aarathi Prasad is a writer, broadcaster, and 

researcher. She is the author of In the 
Bonesetter's Waiting Room: Travels Through 
Indian Medicine which was a BBC Radio 4 

Book of the Week.

Africana

Lerato Umah-Shaylor
Harlequin

RRP: $49.99

Africana travels the continent showcasing its 

vibrant and varied cuisines that are rich in 

flavour, diverse in culture and steeped in 

tradition.

Lerato Umah-Shaylor is a food writer, presenter and 

leading voice in African cuisine. She is the founder of 

Lerato Foods & Naturals. She set up popular supper 

clubs and cooking classes in London, and across the 

UK. 

In Belinda’s Kitchen

Belinda Jeffery
Simon & Schuster

RRP: $59.99

A beautiful book of delicious, fail-safe 

recipes and delightful stories from 

Australia’s favourite home cook, 

Belinda Jeffery.

Belinda Jeffery is the bestselling author of

A Year of Sundays and Mix & Bake.



Non-fiction

One Medicine

Dr Matt Morgan
Simon & Schuster

RRP: $38.99

General

As Dr Matt Morgan, an intensive care consultant, 

examined a patient who had suffered a cardiac arrest 

after inhaling some biscuit crumbs, he saw a flock of 

birds fly past the window. They must inhale objects all 
the time when flying, how do they survive? he thought 

to himself. This began an investigation that spanned 

continents, species and millennia.

We owe animals so much, it’s time to focus on 

examining how they live and what we still have to learn 

from them. Better shared understanding of how our 

species coexists with millions of others can lead to 

untold medical advances, help both humans and animals 

and improve the world for all creatures.



Fiction

The Adventures of 

Amina al-Sirafi

Shannon Chakraborty
Voyager

RRP: $35.00

General

A new trilogy of magic and mayhem, 

pirates and sorcerers, forbidden 

artefacts and ancient mysteries, and 

one woman’s quest to seize a final 

chance at glory…
Shannon Chakraborty is the bestselling 

author of The City of Brass. She is a 

speculative fiction writer from Queens.

One Illumined Thread

Sally Colin-James
4th Estate

RRP: $36.99

A beautiful, enthralling and powerful story of 

three women separated by centuries, yet 

connected by a thread of longing and a 

singular creative spirit - for readers of Sarah 

Winman and Maggie O'Farrell .
One Illumined Thread won the 2020 HNSA Colleen 

McCullough Residency Award, the 2020 Varuna PIP 

Fellowship Award, the Byron Bay Writers Festival 

Mentorship Award, and a placement with the 

Australian Writers Mentoring program.

A Secret Garden Affair

Erica James
Harlequin

RRP: $32.99

A captivating story that sweeps 

through sixty years of history, love, 

and family drama.
Erica James is the author of twenty-three 

internationally bestselling novels. Her 

books are loved by readers looking for 

beautifully drawn relationships, emotionally 

powerful storylines and evocative settings.



Fiction

The Porcelain Moon

Beverley Naidoo
HarperCollins

RRP: $35.00

General

A vividly rendered novel set in WWI 

France about two young women—

one Chinese, one French—whose 

lives intersect with unexpected, 

potentially dangerous consequences.

Janie Chang has lived in the Philippines, 

Iran, Thailand, New Zealand and Canada. 

She writes historical fiction with a personal 

connection, drawing from family history 

and ancestral stories.

Fed to Red Birds

Rijn Collins
Simon & Schuster

RRP: $37.99

Prepare to be bewitched by Iceland and the 

book that has enchanted readers for 

decades – and imprisoned one of them.

Rijn Collins is an award-winning short story 

writer, published in many journals and anthologies, as 

well as having numerous audio stories produced

This Could be Everything

Eva Rice
HarperCollins

RRP: $19.99

A coming-of-age story with its roots 

under the pavements of a pre-

Richard Curtis-era. It’s about what 

happens when you start looking 

after something more important than 

you.
Rice is the author of modern classic The 

Lost Art of Keeping Secrets. She has 

toured with bands since her early twenties 

and has written the music for the 2023 

musical, Harriet.



Fiction

Apartment 303

Kelli Hawkins
HarperCollins

RRP: $35.00

General

Rory observes the world from the safety of her third-

floor apartment. But she's being watched too and will 

soon learn that no lock will protect her.

Kelli Hawkins writes reports for a private investigator, as well as 

working on novels for adults and children.

The Favour

Nicci French
Simon & Schuster

RRP: $37.99

When Liam asks Jude for a favour, she just can’t say no. But 

soon she is contacted by the police, informing her that Liam 

has been found dead, and suddenly she is caught up in a 

murder investigation.

Nicci French is the pseudonym for the writing partnership of journalists 

Nicci Gerrard and Sean French. The couple are married and live in 

London and Suffolk.



Picture books

In or Out

Stacy Gregg
HarperCollins

RRP: $35.00

Kids

Featuring well-known pets and their all-too-familiar 

characteristics, this fun-filled story is comedically told 

through the antics of mischievous Cat and increasingly 

impatient Dog. Can they end the day as friends?

Stacy Gregg began writing fictional novels about horses for 

children with Mystic and the Midnight Ride (2007), the first in 

her Pony Club Secrets series.

Trains, Boats and Planes

Michelle Robinson &

Jez Tuya
Walker Books

RRP: $32.99

A fun and colourful ride and follow up to Red Lorry, Yellow 
Lorry, this is perfect for vehicle-loving readers.

Michelle Robinson wrote copy and devised websites for some of the 

world's biggest brands and is the author of several successful picture 

books including the Sainsbury's Award-winning There's a Lion in my 
Cornflakes.

Jez is an illustrator based in Wellington. He’s been honing his craft and 

working as an illustrator for many years, and over this time he’s worked 

for many clients in children’s book publishing, while occasionally 

dabbling in design work for animation.



Fiction

The Monkey who Fell from 

the Future

Ross Welford
HarperCollins

RRP: $19.99

Kid’s

Thomas and Kylie have created the 

Time Tablet – a device which will 

allow them to communicate with the 

future. But when the Time Tablet 

malfunctions, they are sucked into 

the year 2425!
From Ross Welford, the bestselling and 

Costa-shortlisted author of Time Travelling 
with a Hamster.

Different for Boys

Patrick Ness
Walker Books

RRP: $27.99

A poignant and moving LGBTQ+ YA story that 

explores sexuality and masculinity with a touch 

of humour. A timely and important story about 

inclusivity, prejudice and friendship.

From twice Carnegie Medal-winner and bestselling 

author of the Chaos Walking trilogy, Patrick Ness.

The Cult of Romance

Sarah Ayoub
HarperCollins

RRP: $22.99

When your bestie is marrying a guy 

she barely knows, can you save her 

from the cult of romance before it's 

too late?

Sarah Ayoub is a journalist, bestselling 

author and academic with a PhD in 

migrant Australian YA literature.



Non-fiction

Matt Formston: 

Surfing in the Dark

John Dickson
Simon & Schuster

RRP: $28.99

Kids

This is the first book in the Big Visions series published 

in partnership with Vision Australia that depicts 

everyday Australian heroes living with blindness or low 

vision.

Each book features braille alongside the conventional 

text and is designed to inspire conversations about 

inclusivity, representation and resilience.

Matt Formston always dreamed of becoming a 

professional surfer. But by the time he was five years 

old, he was almost completely blind. Matt never let that 

stop him.

Now he is a record-holding cycling Paralympian and a 

world champion surfer.


